
DMR to YSF

This topic comes up every once in a while, and now that we are hosting Fusion Fridays, I figured it was time to 

come up with this How To. The basic idea of this, is to allow you to use your favorite DMR Radio an connect into 

the Fusion Network. We currently have 2 YSF Reflectors that you can test and play on once you get done with 

this How To.

To be clear, this How To will only work with a pi-star device.  If you are using something like an OpenSpot, this 

will NOT work for you.  I know it can be done on the OpenSpot, but I don’t have access to one to create a How 

To for that.

There are 2 ways to setup your DMR to YSF Cross Mode.  I will expain both ways in this How To.  The way you 

chose to set it up depends on your equipment and needs.  I will explain the good and bad of each solution as I 

walk you through the setup.  

Enjoy this How To and hope to hear you  on YSF soon.

DMR to YSF using DMR Gateway

The first way to set this up is up is to use the built in DMR Gateway. With this options, you can still use your 

HotSpot on DMR along with YSF. There is some tricks to setting up a code plug on your radio, but I will explain 

that to you below.

Lets get started. Open the dashboard of the Pi-Star device you want to setup this on. Click on the Configuration 

menu option and log in (User ID: pi-star Password: raspberry).

Once you are logged in that will leave you on the main configuration page for Pi-Star. Scroll down to the 

MMDVM Host Configuration section. You need to make sure DMR is enabled and you will need to enable 

DMR2YSF option as pictured below. You can then press the Apply Changes button, which will save the changes 

and return you right back to the configuration page.

Then scroll down to the DMR Configuration section. Select DMR Gateway for DMR Master. It will be the first item

in the selection dialog box. Once selected, press the Apply Changes button.



Once saved, scroll back down to DMR Configuration, you will notice that there a lot more options now. The only 

options we care about is the BrandMeister Master and BrandMeister Network Enable. Select your favorite 

BrandMeister server from the list, and make sure you enable the BrandMeister Network Enable, or DMR will stop

working. You can press the Apply Changes or you can continue on to the next step.

Now scroll down to Yaseu System Fusion Configuration section. Here we will select which YSF/FCS reflector we 

want to start on. Select that in the YSF Startup Host Drop down. The other thing we need to adjust is the 

UPPERCASE Hostfiles, we want this disabled. It will be enabled by default. Once you have made your changes, 

press the Apply Changes button.

There is only one more thing we need to do. That is to update Pi-Star. Simply click on the Update Menu options 

and let it do its thing. Once it is finished you are done with the Pi-Star changes.

The only other thing you will need to do is setup a code plug in your radio. It is beyond the scope of this How To, 

on how to setup code plugs. I would suggest just adding a YSF Zone on your favorite DMR Radio. For each 

Reflector you want to use, you must append either a 70 or 71 in front of the ID Number. for example;

For our main YSF Reflector (76864) you would set the talk group id to 707684. For our Net Reflector (08106) 

you would set it to 7008106.

For FCS Reflectors you will add the 71 in front of the ID. So America Ragchew (00285) would be 7100285.

There you have it, your are now set to use DMR 2 YSF using the DMR Gateway, next I will show you how to set 

it up with DMR2YSF direct.



DMR2YSF Direct

The other option you have to do the DMR 2 YSF is to use it direct. The major draw back to this method, is you 

can not use DMR on this hotspot. If you want to dedicate a hotspot for this mode, then this is a great option for 

you.

To get started, open your pi-star dashboard and click on Configuration menu option and login (UserID: pi-star, 

Password: raspberry).

This will put us on the main configuration page, scroll down to the MMDVM Host Configuration section. We need

to make sure that DMR and DMR2YSF Modes are enabled. Once you have enabled these options, press the 

Apply Changes button.

Once the options are saved, scroll down to the DMR Configuration section. You will want to select the DMR2YSF

option under DMR Master. Click on the Apply Changes button. We don’t care about any other setting in that 

section.

Once saved, scroll down to the Yaesu System Fusion Configuration section. There are only 2 options you need 

to change. For YSF Starup Host, select the YSF/FCS Reflector you want to start with. Then make sure that 

UPPERCASE Hostfiles is disabled. This option will be enabled by default. Press the Apply Changes.

Once your changes are saved you will need to do a Pi-Star update by clicking the Update menu option and allow

Pi-Star to do its update. Once it is completed, that is all you need to do for Pi-Star.

The only other thing you will need to do is setup a code plug in your radio. It is beyond the scope of this How To, 

on how to setup code plugs. I would suggest just adding a YSF Zone on your favorite DMR Radio. For each YSF

Reflector you want to use, you simply use the ID number for that Reflector. for example;



For our main YSF Reflector (76864) you will just use 76864 for the Talk Group ID. For our Net Reflector (08106) 

you will use 08106.

For FCS Reflectors you will need to append a 10 to the front of the ID. So for America Ragchew (00285) you 

would use 1000285 for the Talk group id.

Conclusion

It is not hard to start using your DMR Radio to talk on the Fusion Network. With a few simple steps you can have

it working in no time. In this How To I have shown you the 2 ways of setting up DMR2YSF. I hope this helps you 

getting started in the Fusion Network.

Thanks for checking out this How To and I will look forward to chatting with you on our YSF reflectors.
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